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11r. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen;

1ï. , :,6 1.,
1. r 1 ,; l 'L

D.a,-
i1

I t i s a great pleasure for me to be with you toni^;ht,

Those of us who have the job of deaZin;; on a day-to-day basis 1.^ith

Canadats forei4n affairs are by force of circumstances cor:rpe].]-ed to

live in what mifht fairly be called an ùnOCanadian environi:iento '.:e

alternate long periods of service abroad with spells in Ottawa

where we are s ubmer^ed in the parliarïientary-c.i^^il-service atmosphere

.(or should I call it smog) of the capital. In this situation it is

very difficult to rnaintain a sense of identity based on kno^yledge

of the vie'.-.;s and concerns of the people for whora we are acting.,

as agent.f - ^^ai-;ely the +:^',naciian t^:xp^^fers. ^)ur Department reco;:-;11iGe s
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this problem and tries to arrange periodically for foreign service

officers to travel around Canada, but --hortag,

funds impose very strict limitations on the extent of this program,Q

2Q ..:ith this explanation, and because as a:-;' esteeer livinz

in Eastern exile an opportunity to breathe western air again is

always appreciated, I feel frank to confess that î^r^or.kedha.rd to

prot^^oLe; this visit. But these ^:ere not my onl.y reasons; I fFel

that as Head of the United Nations Division in the Depart::erit of

External Affairs I have a particular rmissi.onary responsibility,

The United Nations is supposed to represent the interests

of Everjman. The Charter's opening vror.•,ds are ",:'e the People of

the United Nations..." These are bold words, but words without

substance unless the mea sures taken by Uovernr,:ents to fulfill their

responsibilities as members of the world comiz;unity are buttressed by

an énlirhtened public opinion with the capacity to support, exhort

or criticize'à.s re ;uired. It is an obvkous corollary that the'
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public raist be well-informed, and although a tremendous mass of 

published information about the United  Nations  is readily avail-

able, I don't think that it replaces the desirability of first. 

hand contact between interested citizens and those who represent 

the  at the U.N. 

During the period of my assiinnent to our U.N. nission 

in New York I was always very conScious of, and encouraged by, the 

fact that the level of interest in the United Nations and support 

for its objectives is at least as high, and probably higher, in 

Canada than any-aere else in the world. But since my return to 

Ottawa I have become e lually aware of the need to reinforce interest 

with knowledge. These past few years have been eventful ones for 

the U.N. and I think it is very important that the significaace 

of developments during this period should be fully appreciated so 

that our attitude toward the Organization and toward our role and 

opportunities as a member statemay be based On sound premises. 
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This, I hope, will explain my topic, •-  'Canada and the United 

Nations in the mid-Sixtiesn, and why I am looking forward to 

u_nim as well as givinff in the course of our discussion o  

•Cr1 	m3i;2,i1 (7); 	11.1  i;" 
- 

Perhaps the best startin-point is the U.N. itself. 

It is now well into its twenty-first year -- it has come of azo, 

Already it has outlived the effective life of its predecessor, 

the League of Nations. During the brief but eventfill period that 

it has been on the international scene, change and development 

within the Organization have been continuous and it is only to 

be expected that the U.N. of 1966 differs in some important 

respects•from what it was, and was intended to be, in 1945. 

6. 	Let us also be clear about what the U.N. is not. It is 

often, but quito incorrectly referred to as a world parliament. 

In fact it is an organization of sovereign nations, cachons of 

50 



which, to all intents and purpoaes, is free to interpret its

Charter obl i;ations as it ccî:s fitp Z<<:ould su;;-,est that a

more appropriate metaphor is that of Professor limes Claud.

has described the i.^.a^. as a tool, - an instrur,ient. Its members,

the hands which control this instrument, have purposes which they

would like to have it serve., f nd the political process writhin

the Organization is, in essence a eontinuir.,^, struggle between the

advocates of conflicting purposes, - a atru ;;_;J.e to d eter^:inQ

a.tions. Thus, thewhose purposes will be served by the United N

Charter has not chan;ed but the political co»text within which

the United Nations exists and functions has chan ;ed, and this

srieî kes all the difference bet:•reen the United Nations of 1,045 and

. that of today.

7. During the first ten years of the United Nations'

existence the hands Suhich guided the instrument were in all

important respects ',:estern. Since then there has been a gradual



but accelerating proc ,. ss of diffusion so thai, today no one 

group can enforce its own purposes. This process can be con-

sidered to have begun with the 1955 decision (for which Canada 

was in large measure instrumental) to admit a number of countries 

- hitherto excluded. It is now evident that this decision was one 

of the most significant taken by the Organization since the 

signing of the Charter in that it opened the gates to the flood 

of newly-decolonized nations. 

The ne  w members are for the nost part non-:.1.uropean, 

non-white, ex-colonial (and more or less hotly anti-colonial), 

ücenomically under-developed and socially baCkward._They have 

their own order of priorities; the liquidation of western 

colonialism; the repudiation of racialism (or in any event the 

doctrine of white superiority); and international assistalce-

for economic development without the strings  that could be 

labelled neo-colonialism. It isonly to  be expected that 

LIÔ  



for all these reasons they are more or less stron;.ly devoted to

neutralism, non6a.lir,nrr:ent, and det«chnient from the Üast-',^;est

Cold ,:aro

^o The most `ii^ificL^nt institutional effect of the influx

of recently decolonized stutes is, of course, ti:e voting po-wer t`:<',ÿ

have acruired in the General .bly. In theory they c_^n do.-4:n a te

that body. In fact the,y. have not by any means reached that point

and perhaps never will, but they clearly have made it sor:.eti7in,;

other than what it was - a dependable instrument of an Amzrican-lad

'.:estern-oriented ma. jority o

.^ . . ^,: r_111 , ^•,t ' ^ ^' ^CT;'^`

10. But what of Canada in this chon_;ing United NGtions?

From the outset the U.N. t-a s been accepted by C,-Lnadian. , lar"Ely .

uncritically and on faith, as a pillar of our foreign policy. It

has been the touchstone of our hope for the achiever,nient of inter

national peace and security; it has offered a cou.nter-b-D:nce of



sorts to the pull e.nrted by the crinidpresen ►, influence of

the United States. And even a1thouph cold-;>:ar realii,ie, forced

us to turn to 'xi":.`'L0 for i-Alitarl► security, the possibility of

finding alternative solutions through the United Eations continu

to attract us.. In sum, I thin', it is fair to say, there axist:;

in Canada a kind. of "U.i<. mystioue". This is a hi,(:7,'r:l;► iaudable

and useful manifestation of faith provided it is based on a

sound apprais :1 of situations as they are rather than as we would

^-rish ti:e::: to be. For this reason I'^y ^;oinh to shûpe my co'l'

on Can«clat s pl-,,ce in the ^,niteci Eat;ior:: :-,rith a view to d i.stinA

guis hiiig between what Senator F ulbriL;ht so aptly termed myths

and realities.

I S P 1. r ° ^i' ^C ,
`'

.•'^^ri .- ^ , r: .. : . .i }ïJ

11. FI :` T let us look at Canadals view of it.self as a

leader in the Gr;anization. If ,.e think back to 1945 it

comea as a bit o: a shock to recall the status we enjoyed then



às the most important of the .)o-called middle power. France 

was just emerging from her years of bondage, and Italy, 

Germany and Japan were defeated enemies, while we  •'ere in the 

midst of a period of unprecedented industrial expansion. 

were very conscious of this status and were successful in having 

an expression of the special role we foresaw for ourselves 

spelled out in Article 23 of the Charter, which in setting out 

the composition of the  security Council provides that in the 

election of non-permanent menlers due re -;ord shall be F, :secially. 

paid, in the  first instPnce to the contribution of Mombers of 

the United Nations to the maintenance of international peace and 
_ 

security and to the other purposes of the Organization. 

12. 	In spite of the g.idance :Y,iven in the Charter, election 

to the Council has in practice been dictated almost exclusively 

by considerations of what is referred to in tho U.U. as 

"equitable geo[;raphical distribution". Canadian hopes of 

'achievin?; froluent election to the S_ecurity Gouncil thus hruve not 

• 
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been relized, but indisputably during the flrst ten years of 

the  U.M.Is existence, when the membership was half that of today 

and mainly western-oriented, and when many governments were pre. 

occupied with the problems of post-war reconstruction, Canada 

was able to exercise a measure of leadership that it was not 

possible to maintain as other middle powers became able to play 

a more active role and as the nurJper of members in the Orj,anizaticJn 

increased. In other words, the process of diffusion of influence 

which  I  mentioned a few  moments  ao has had specific application 

to Canadals position and role. 

13. 	It is necessary that we should recoiplize this fact. 

Canada can and does have an important and influential place in 

the circle of nations .e.hich actively support and sustain the 

United lations. But in the 	of today individual dele_ptions 

are effective only to the extent that they can mobilize groups 

of other deleations to join with them. 	In many important 

. areas basic policy divere,encies bat ,:iee,11.up:3 rule out any 



possibility of enlist:in-; such sup-port, and even when it can

be done the strate;;y often has to be Pïacchiavelli^.n, even

ation take credit forto the extent of letting some other deleg

our initie.tives.

C, .. . , , ,:..•, .n.> ,^, ^, ., .,• ,^ .. ,, îP'-' :C:

14,
,.,„,.•: let us C(3nsider the Canadian view of the l; 6ï4T, s

role in the r.,inten:^ ce of peace and securit'.y. The Charter, of

course, concelves of this essPn'cially as the task of the

Jecurity Council actilitj on behalf of the, whole r. ►embersï,ip: and
.

^^â th the unanimous agreement of the Great F'o.^ers, the permanent

members of the CouriciI . In fact this concept of unanxr.;ity has.

raroly been realized, and the record of the U.Id . t s endeavours

to take positive action to keep the peace i4 a history of

efforts t o overcon.e the obstacles to action ir.posed by the

inability of the Great Powers to achieve agreement, The role

of the Organization :.^s thus effectively chint;ed to one of

;•,eepin.- the!--,P- ro::^rs out of t roublc:d situations rather than

brin;in,_> thei;, itip '>ee.1 in i:;-jïs ]:igh.t the nu.^ber of occasions
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during the past twenty years -vrhen the U.Pd e has been able to

make an active contribution to the maintenance or restoratio,,.1

of peace is impressive,

15, Canada has always been in the forefront of the advocates

of U.N. activism in the field of peace-keepin,;. ire have ziven

support and on many occasions provided personnel and other help

for thd long succession of commissions, .•jatchm11o1^ com:,iittees^

supervisory bodies for truces and cease-fires and other devices

which have served to introduce",a U.N. presence in areas of actual

or potential, conflict. In particular, we can justifiably claim

have been a principal architect of the concept of the U.N.

Peace Force, beginning with the United Nations Sn,ergency Force

(U^:;F ) in Palestine in 1956 and since perpetuated by the United

NaLions Operation in the Con;;?o (UN*,UC) and by the United 'Nations

'orce in Cyprus (U:;:TCXP),

16e The propa`,^-ttion of the ide3 of the'peace-'r,eeping forca
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has for ten years been the major target of Canadian attention 

at the U.N. Ue have used every avenue at our disposal to 

present it as a significant contribution to the maintenance of 

peace 9  - a valuable addition to the machinery provided in the 

Charter for the peaceful settlement of disputes which has helped 

avoid any necessity to resort to the Charter provisions for 

coercive action in dealing with breaches of the peace, even 

assuming agreement could be obt:àined to invoke them. 

17. 	think it is fair to say that the Canadian appreciation 

- of the value of U.N. peacekeeping forces iS fully justified 

and indeed is accepted by most member nations. But this is only 

half the story; peacekeeping operations have brought in their 

wake certain attendant problems which show no early prospect of 

resolution and inich as of this moment are imposing increasingly 

serious limitations on the ability of the organization to maintain 

and improve on its peacekeepinfr, capacity.  I  shall sinUe out only 



two of the most i:rportante

f.ctors is f in-ancizl. It18o The first of these limitin-

is Ouite true that compared to the cost of war, peacékeepin"

operations come at a bargain price; but in absolute terms and

measured by U .N. budgetary standards they are expensive. :?heré

is the money to come frcm? for ten years our ans:•;er and that

of our friends has been that costs -should be sh:ired by the whole

membership as a collective .rc.sponsibility. successive Canadian

p,overn^,^ents have considered our re7.atively large share a reasonable

price to pay for peace, but linked with this has been our f irm.

conviction that our fello-i,mmwciber:> should also r:o their share,

each accorc?in; to his capacity to pay.` It has been what Peter

Uishop described in the "International` Journal"

oinitiative for a sr-na11 and rich nation

as an-ideal

19, But- this approach has, always been resolutely opposed

by the Soviet bloc, which re^;ards as ille"aZ' any dctivity

in this field :-i^icn is not :.ut^ject to activa con;rol, ;upervis:^o;r!
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and veto by the permanent members of the Security Council.. 

iiccordingly the USSR denounced the legality both of UNZF • 

and ONUC and from the outset refused to pay its . share of the 

costs of these operations. It was later joined by France which 

takes a slightly different position on the question of principle' 

but has refused to pay its 'share of the cost of OMUC. 

20. 	Most of the balince of the membership has supported the 

concept of collective responsibility in principle but I  think it 

is fair to say that a great many nations tF-ke a much more clethed 

attitude to the whole issue than we do. The small and poor nations 

in particular find the financial burden onerous, not so much perhaps 

because of the size of the share they are asked to pay, but because 

any dilersion from their own pressing neeos is resented. No 

. doubt tiey also have seen the dangers to them of involvement 

if fighting breaks out as not being so great as they have seemed 
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The issue of how to pay for the U.N.'s major peace— - 

keeping activities came to a head at the 19th session  of the 

General Assembly. On the one  hand the Soviet bloc and France 

. owed so mUch that under terms of Article 19 of the Charter they 

should lose their votes in the General Assembly; on the other 

the U.N. had used up all its available sources of credit so that 

sore f O ni of c orrective finm cial action was inperativee• 

will remember, the 1c9th session was stalemated over t'ais issue, 

which was resolved only a few ueeks before the be,,,innin3 cf the 

:Oth Session last Septerler. The solution, if that is the ri ,ht 

‘vord' was toltach a "consensus" the essence of which was taat 

the applicr-bility of Article 19 would not be raised with regard 

to  UNE? and ONUC, and that the financial difficulties of the 

Organization should be solved throu3h volunry contributions 

by member state% 

22. 	General acceptance of this consensus enabled the2Gth 

;;ession of the General .s!.'embly to function noraially but it has 
• 	, 	 • 	 2.'• 

, 	 • 

you 



also left in its train some difficult pro}Jlem s, the r..osi,

ir:u;odiate of ,r:hich is that, to far-, the voluntary contributions

to. 1.:-^et the U,%t.out of debt have been few and far betv:cen. But

perhaps more important in the long-terzzi is how- present and future

peace'r.eeping operations are to be fiizançed,

23. It is clear that in future the Ut'_..a.irc.!ient of à;;nt

between the Great t'o+4ers about the nature, scope and d=ution

of any specif'ÿc action to be taken will be a prerE ;ui.ite to

successful application of the prin^-iple of collective finsnci^

responsibilit'yo The r;ieasûres ^uth.orized last autur^n by the

Securi.ty Council over Yaohrnir der;onstrate that agree:_:ents of

this 'hind are attainable in certain circu^,.,stances, but we must

expect that in the present state of .-.,orld affairs they will be

liwited and cautious. it is possible, of course, for the U.N.

to act in some situations even in the absence of unaniruity, and

no doubt there will be occasions, such as Cyprus, when it will ,

co, :ut r:ct in s_. ' :e is ' ,. , ^ ..ion ^^cn ca s i„ u.^_^. ;:ûe:i^.ar ► •ciI ^. ^ i11i.: ;



some riiei.,bers (al ►r:ost always a sImall number) to foot the bill,

and in the words of the SecretaryWGeneral:

f°the.poXicy of piecemeal extension of peace.

keeping operations, to be finm ced by voluntary

contributions which may or may not be forthcomirg,

makes their officient planning and econor ic running

almost irr:^.^ossible o'}

24. The second factor ZiID].tin; the peacekeeping potential

of the United Nations arises fror:l the fact that success in

clevising peaceheA techniques has not been matched by success

in peace r:alcinZj The :ecretary-seneral recently coLjûented that

peacekeeping; operations have, in his ocvn words:

"...often seen:ed to possess the limitations of

their own Ezccess, namely, that they have helpad

over long periods to contain and isolate

situations a:ithout really afiectin;; the basic

caus Th-ccnflict .p, v.ery fact that they



have become an a ccep Ved and se;:,i-j ern,;anen.t

part of the w«y of life in the areas (in

^nhich they operate) has te:nded t o c ome extent

to reduce the sense of urgency which might

stimulate a search by the parties concerned

for abasic and peaceful solution of theIr

cc.nfli.ctso't

25e There is no easy. an:>u-,er to this conundrum. Sovereign

nations under the best of cir.cuc,rstance: are 1(iost reluctant to

rr.ake the kinds of concessions which are usually necessary to

resolve disputes, and even more reluctrm t to accept any form

of binding arbitration. :-;hen ernotions arising fror.i events

of past history, national pride, race or religion are involved

the difi'icul.ties are co:npoundedp

26. The ônly course to follofr, it seems to me, is the

un ;lamorous pra^::;^.tic one of usi.n^ c:h^^tever techniques offer
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hope of working, includin;_; peacekeepin g on occasion, to 'cae;p

the temperature of conflict as low as possible, and to encourage

pro _;ress in the development of peacei:'u1 settlenient'o A 'zuiciin;;

principle in the achievement of this ai m is that the disputants,

to the greatest extent posaible, must be throsJ:n on their oi,ln

resources to resolve their differencese It is in the li;,ht

of this principle th^,t,. in cases i^ihere pe.)ce r eepir.; operat 'ons

are involved, the Security Council or the A ssembly as the case

may be, must keep testin^ the assumptions on whic1h the nature

and size of the U.N. p resence was deter^,Aned and inodify or

cut back its involvement to the minimum deel:ied necessary at

any given momento

27, This, then is the context within which Canadian policy

regarding peace-keeping is going to have to be shaped for

time to come: It poses some hard questions for us. Ho:11 far

should we carry our support for.peacekeepin; in the absence

o,.L̂ :any j;e 1't1 ra n:-ne s to :.hare the burden? h.it i.s
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danger that such operations, if supported by only a few nations, 

will lose their U.N.  • character? Alternatively is there a danger 

that a precedent will be created for using the U.N. , to suit 

the particular interests of a few nations? Should we attempt to 

- find a way of injecting ni:w life in the moribund Military Staff 

Committee of the Security Council, or by doing so will we enhance 

the possibilities for veto action and at the same time weaken 

the position of the Secretary-General? I put these problems 

to you, not only because I'm interested in your views but 

also becuse I hope I have made it evident that they are problems 

which are not amenable to simple or sweeping solutions. 

tl  

pin:unTs OF PUU'OET,S 

28. 	So much for peacekeeping. I want to talk next about 

another aspect of the Canadian attitude towards the U.N., •. 

the Order of priorities we attach to itn aims and purposes. 
Canadians generally give first Priority to the maintenance of peace. 

Perhaps the most freuently-expresed view in letters to the 

;;,1.niSÉter for-E.xternal Affairs frolathe Ca,adian 
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U.N. should be able to rule war out of existence and that if 

the present charter is inadeuate for this purpose then it 

should be amended as necessary. The assumption behind this 

opinion is that the loi;ic of the requirement is so obvious that 

it could not fail to win general approval. Of course it also 

assumes that peoples and nations the world over nee the 

deficiences of the present Charter and the need for reform with 

the same eyes as those of Canadians. L..uch, alas, is not  te 

case. 

29. 	I have already pointed out that the ideas which dominated 

the United Nations during its early years were . ;estern. The Charter 

itself is essentially a European document. ilost of the delegations 

responsible for drafting the Charter were of European origin 

and the concepts they were seeking to express were eiuropean 

ideas. Thus, while intellectually they recognized that saving 

.)licceAing generations from the scourge of war, and the economic 

and social betterment of mankind were o7;nosite :ides of th ,, • 
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same coin, the maintenance of peace and security was considered 

by most of the Charter members, certainly Canada, to be the 

primary purpose of the Ori;anization. 1.orcover, they conceived 

of economic and social action mainly in institutional tems rather 

than in the form of a large multilateral aid and development . 

programme. 

300 	I venture to :ulg:est that in spite of the developfnent of 

the past twenty years, inc1udin:2: the ?yowth of the U.N.'s economic 
5 

and social programmes (and Canada's :Ilbstantial contributions to 

them), the influx of new me7ibers ., and the vital relationship of 

:economiC development to their political stability, - Canada, 

along with the other economically advanced nations, has still 

not really accepted the concept of balance between the importance 

of political and security matters on the one hand, and econowic, 

social and humanitarian affairs on the other. As a "have"- 

nation our over-riding objective is peace und stability's: but 

for the  nirlty'nations with two-thirth,c.world-p.opuI,D:i.4pn-. 
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whose peoples at best:: are only one stFvn removed from starv.ation,

the over-ridinF, objective is chan,.;e,- c;uicl: and dra^;atic cha.nûeo

Life for t'ziiti two-thirds of the .-rorld was yesterday' without

hop e, relief only a dist^jnt dream. Today these people 1.noc>>

that their aspirations f or a better life are a practical

possibility. The ferment caused by this knowledge is perhaps

the most important motive force of our timeo

31. The underdeveloped nations are detr,anding, a new division

of labour and a redistribution of capit:al, resources to bring to

their people the advantages enjoyed by the wealthy iest. But

so far, in spite of the facto that we are in the second decade of

an organized response to this demand, with the level of develop-

ment assistance at a record hi.,h, the between the "haves"

and "have-nots" continues to increase. it is this hard fact

that has led the Secretary-General to comment forcefully t^^.a t

if the ever-widenin ;;rulf bet::een the rich countries and the poor
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is not bridged it will increa:;E tensions to the point where

eventually they could prove to be more explosive than any other

divisions in the vo rl d today.

32 e It is £rec,uently ç«.g;e-.ted that a suit^,`^1 e tar g=Lt for

the v^^lue of develop::ent assistance to be c^iven by de:velc-ped

courj*trs.e,> i:.̂ one per cent of tiieir Grn::s ;q,_+tion.-:l ;'roducts..
, • .

^ut just as port^znt as helti, of this sort is r.odii'ication of the

teri.:s of trade to ;;ive ne,: industries.us<<e-velopin.; ecolacr.:ie3

acce:^s to markets on ter^:s vahich m.:^.^cc; it possible for them to

`comp ete.. Unquestionably this is ;;oin ; to be even more diff cuit

to attiai n.

33, The one sure fact i5 that if the present trend is to be

reversed and the "y.ideninF f.;ulf" (os the >ecretary-General called it

narmwed, the whole :-cale of the trade and development assistance

operation will have t^) be changed. It will den-and hitherto

ii:idre^^u^,ed-ôf "dapth:: of. ^;,--ner o.::Lty, _I?, t;i.:;nce and
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the part of the world coiiunity.  1  suggest that the continued 

willingness of Canada to carry its share of tile burden will be 

just as important - perhaps an even more important test 

of our dedication to the purpses and principles of the Charter 

than the efforts we make in such fields as disarmament and peace:- 

keeping. 

34. 	Another example of difrering vies on the priorities 

to be attached to the different purposes of the U.N. is the 

Afro-Asian attitude towards apartheid, colonialism and what 

they call neocolonialism. They are all aspects of the drive to 

end the eastery of the non-white part of the world and particularly 

of black Africa by whites. : ,:uch of the activity of the U.N. 

with respect to this issue has had to dovith the matter 

of conferring or revoking legitimacy. There have been speeches, 

resolutions and declarations galore, affirming the riait 

of self-determination, denouncing the fundamental iniquity 

of the colonial system and proclaiming the duty of 

1  the colonialists to lay down the ‘uhite man's burden. 	The 

•• 
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anti--colonial forces have been successful in p romotinâ a

very broad ideoloz;ical consenriu.s on the impropriety of a

continuation of colonialism.
This is now being extdnded into

international law - a new law delegitir^,izin^] colonial possession

and ,justifyin ; r^easures of liberation.

35.
x think most Canadians will agree that our suprort,

must go to thoae who seek to end colonialism and apartheid.

The difficulty is that the
nard--core cases - the Portuguese

Territories, =*4hode::ia and c:outh Afri.ca, are unlikely to be

solved by the kinds of pressures which have been succes!^ful else-

where.
The accepted law regarding :overei^nty makes the alteration

of the s^ n). o by means which the ^,^est has hitherto considered

legal to be ir ,iposs ible.

36o The solution of the Afro-Asians i s to change the

law, - to aive legal justification to assistance for viars of

national li^^erati.on,.to declare colonialisw =-r ^e to be illegal,



and in the case of South Africa to seek to invoke sanctions. 

If we of the West don't like these'solutions then it is up to 

us to find effective alternatives 

CONCIMION 

37e 	 I've talked at some length about the U.N. as it is 

and Canada's place in it. I would like to close by projecting 

this examination into the future. * My crystal ball is slightly 

flawed but I believe it is possible to identify certain 

factors which will strongly influence what happens* 

38. 	The first of these factors can be seen in the 
• 

reaction of the U.N. membership to the recent crisis over the 

financing,  of peacekeeping operations. In 1961, just a few days 

before his death, )ag Hammarskjold issued a report in which 

he argued that there were two groups of member nations in the 

those which conceived of the Organization as a "static 

conference. machinery" to be used by them as they'saw fit for  
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resolving conflicts of interest,  and  those which believed that 

it should be a "dynamic instrument of governments" which 

would not only serve as a means of seeking reconciliation 

but also try to develop "forms of executive action" for the 

common good. This latter concept reflects the aspirations 

not only of most governments, but more important, of ordinary. 

.people all over the world. A specific application of this 

approach was the doctrine that there is a collective bbligation 

on all members of the U.N. to help pay for approved U.N. peace- 
, 

keeping actions whether or ndb e  as individual governments, they 

favoured them.. 

390 	 There can be no doubt that the rejection by the 

f;oviet bloc and by.  France . of the doctrine of collective res-

ponsibility has dealt a severe blow to the ambition of most 

of. us tint the U.N. should move in the direction of developing 

an independent international personality - the seed ofIllat.,might 

. Some day develop into world government. But I think that a 
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careful assessment of all the implications and conse-quences

supports the conclusion that in coming to terras with the

Russians and French the li.111. acted f^isely. For basically

the sar«e re^:sons that ,p plied in this case we should expect

that divisions which may develop in the future over issues

of principle, no Tnatter how fundamental, are u.nlikely to be

pushed so far that any important merniber or ^roup of members

might feel impelled to leave the OrF;anization4

40. The second factor affecting the 'U.N4 f s capacity for

future action is the relationship between what might be called

the power base and the voting base. In the early days of the

U.N. the members which were instituting action proZraLne s were

at the same time the ones which could provide the resources

to carry them out.

41. Today this i5 all too :.ften not the case. :zesolutions

are passed:.by..rajcritie5 -of,- 90:^to?^.0-.:;it;h^ twEntl countries

stainin^, which looks like a convincin- demonstration of U.N.
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soliGar•ityo The only catch is that implementation is

usua.liy dependent alr,ost completely on the willin!;ness of the

20 to provide the wherewithal, whether it be military force,

money, or modifications of aconomic policieso It is

resolutions of this kind which lead Western ncr.vsmen.and

politicians to sound off about irresponsibi.lity, incapacity

for effective action, early collapse of the or•ganizat-ion, etc., etco

etc. Such judgments reflect the prejudices of the observera and

indicate a lack of understanding of the actual situationo

42e The real problem i s to realign the power-base

with the voting base. This will be de pendent partly on

pro,,,-ress in strengthening the economies of the less-developed

nations so that they acquire the capacity to accept a larger

share of the fiscal responsibility for the U,N, t s actionso

partly on alleviation of some of the burning regional problems

which distract the attention of nations involved from
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difficulties elsewhere in the world, and partly by the 

development of a greater measur e.  of understanding on the 

part of each nation of the problems and concerns of,others, 

and by a greater willingness to search for the accommodations 

which are essential if international relations are to be 

harmonized. • 

43. 	Having said this  I  mist acknowledge that it is 

easier to write the prescription than to persuade the patient 

to take the medicine. It is going to have to be administered 

drop by drop and will take a long time to become effective. 

During this period the faith and patience of those who believe 

in the aims and purposes of the United Nations are going to be 

sorely tried. Up to now the U.N.'s major activities have 

on the whole corresponded with our views as citizens of an 

economically-developed Western democracy. Even the decisions 

7 ---,. we haven't thought much of haven It trod very hard on our 
' gir 

pet  corns. Iut increasingly durinithe next few years wearo_i 
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likely to find ourselves in a minority opposed to proposals

which to us are. profoundly distaûteful. There will be a

strong temptation to leave the U .N. to flounder ahd to turn

our attei-ition to other avenues which look more promisin',.

44o I believe that tni swould be a serious mistakea

The United Ivations did not create the international p roblems

of today and tomorrow; on the cbntrary, if it were suddenly

to be erased the difficulties which beset the world, like

dragonst teeth would multiply uncontrollably. The U.N. with

all its weaknesses and f a.ults represents our best hope for an

accommodation bet^reen East and ',:est; -eve].oped and Unc:er-deve:l.oped.

Here lies the road to a better ti.orld - this is the route we must

takea
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